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Flip History!
Focus on the question

What question do you have? What problem do you have to
solve? What is your focus for this assignment?

Input and process information

Now that you've got the information, how will you select the
best or most appropriate information?

a) I have to locate information from

a) I’ll pick ones I’ve heard of ask for help

different periods of Canada’s history.

from my parents in selecting the most

b) I have to make a timeline poster of the

important ones. I’ll list them on the

information I find.

computerusing the list feature.

c) I have to select and write about 5 events

b) I’ll illustrate the same items and people

and how they affected the country.

that I’ll be writing about.
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c) I’ll make point form notes on the articles
I find and write an article using my notes.

homeandnativeland.net

Intelligent Thinking

Now that you've completed your project, what can you do
differently next time to make the process more efficient, or
make a better product?

Some of my articles were hard to read
because of the font, so I’ll use a regular
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font for the article, but I think I can still
use a fancy one for the title.

I rushed the articles at the end because I
spent too much time on the illustrations.
They were worth more marks so I should
work more on those things first.

a) I can check encyclopedias and books in our library. I’ll do a search

a) I’ll add a word art title to make my page look more interesting.

on the internet.

b) I’ll write the information on the poster in the same style of
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b) For the poster, I”ll use fanfold computer paper and markers. I’ll

writing that was used at the time.

need some pictures to help with my illustrations.

c) I’ll also print out the articles in a font that is like the style of

c) I’ll look up sepcific events in the Canadian Encyclopedia.

the time.

Link
up with information
Now that you know the question, where can you find the information you need?

Produce a demonstration of your learning

Now that you've sorted your information, how can you demonstrate your learning?

